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The uniting of heroes - A Drakan story by Arokh’s Twin

Introduction

A long time ago high in the mountains of the central continent of Drakan, after many centuries of fighting, Man had finally made peace with dragons. As a symbol of peace, the two races agreed on what was known as the bond where a man would bond his soul to that of a single dragon. This bond was for life, the human would benefit by inheriting the dragon’s long life and in return the dragon would receive friendship and peace with mankind.
These bonded served as roaming protectors ensuring peace throughout the continent. Their ultimate goal was to gather up all the petty kingdoms and bring the entire world into one great nation, but that would come with time…
At the beginning of this tale, The Order of the Flame has been established about 200 years. They have succeeded in bringing and maintaining peace on the great central continent and are beginning to establish themselves other parts of the world. 

The cold of winter

Heron awoke with a start; a sudden noise had startled him. Realising the sound was just snow sliding off the roof of his home, he turned over and tried to get back to sleep. The cold bit hard however and he lay there for a while wondering what could be done about the lack of food and supplies for the village as the winter snow had completely cut it off from the rest of the world.
Getting out of bed, shivering, he wearily stumbled across the room to the wash basin. The water inside had frozen solid. “Great no wash this morning” he mumbled to himself whilst pulling himself into his clothes.
Outside, the snow was three feet deep in places for it had been snowing heavily for the past few days. High winds had created snowdrifts completely covering the stockpiles of wood that lay at the end of Heron’s street.
Stumbling downstairs, Heron gathered up the last morsels of food left in his home and put them in his backpack. “Something has to be done about this, we can’t go on, I’m going to have to try and get to the next village for help” he thought to himself whilst he put on his armour.
Checking round to make sure he had got everything he needed, Heron made for the door. Shoving hard, he realised that the door was un-movable due to the large build up of snow outside. Looking at the window, Heron found his escape. “here goes” he said as he threw a chair at the glass, smashing it into fragments.
“Damn!” He exclaimed when he found he couldn’t get through the opening with his armour on. The offending armour was hastily removed and thrown outside through the window. Heron again tried to squeeze himself through and he landed in the snow outside, which was turning red at his feet. Looking down he saw that he had cut himself on a shard of glass, and cursing under his breath he bent down to examine his wound more closely.
“That’s quite a nasty wound you’ve got yourself there Heron” an old woman’s voice exclaimed. Heron looked up and saw his mother staring down at him. 
“You shouldn’t be out in the cold at your age” he replied,
“Nonsense, I’m just trying to find some wood for our fire, we’ve almost run out”
“I’m out of wood altogether and I’m frozen silly” he said wearily.
“Come on, lets get that wound seen to” his mother said as she helped him gather up his armour.

The disagreement

Heron sat on the chair by the fire whilst his mother attended to the wound on his leg.
“Nice to feel a bit of warmth for a change”
“Yes but it won’t last long unless we can dig out the wood stockpile and dry it out, but I don’t think that’s going to happen” his mother pointed out.
“I will get help from some of the others and dig it out after breakfast, then I am planning to try and get to the next village for help” 
“That’s going to be almost impossible! you will never make it, the snow is too deep and you are sure to fall foul to the creatures in the wilderness” his mother had some concern in her voice
“You mean wartoks? mother, I am quite capable of dealing with a few wartoks and scavengers, I am the best warrior in the village and they are not a problem for me” Heron replied angrily, “you fuss too much”
“No dear, I was meaning dragons, they are evil creatures”
“I think you will find you are wrong about that, we have made peace with them a long time ago and some have even bonded with humans, the order of the flame they call themselves” Heron remarked as he tied his bootlaces.
“I can’t see how anybody would want to bond with one, imagine that, having to spend the rest of your life with a dragon!” 
“It sounds good to me, they are the most magnificent of creatures and to have one as part of me would be a dream come true, I have always admired them” Heron got up and made for the door.
“You mean you want to join the order?” his mother shouted after him
“Not yet, but maybe within time, I suppose I will have to make friends with a dragon first” came his reply as he opened the door.
Heron’s mother shook her head, unable to understand her son’s obsession with dragons. “You forgot breakfast” she shouted, but Heron wasn’t listening.
Heron trudged through the snow to the end of the street, meeting a few men digging out the wood stockpile.
“Grab a shovel” a man said, throwing one at Heron’s feet.
“Here, the wood in the middle is dry”, Heron offered to his companions as he pulled off the ice covered outer logs, throwing them to one side.
“Got my share” one man said
“Hey you have got more then your share, put some back” the other one retorted.
“Make me”
A fight soon broke out, Heron wasn’t having anything to do with it so he grabbed his share of logs and loaded them onto the barrow. The wheels had been removed so the barrow could be dragged across the snow. He arrived at his house and unloaded two logs, which he pushed through the open window. The remaining two he took to his parent’s home.
“You’re back,” his mother snorted
“Where’s my father?” asked Heron
“He’s upstairs still asleep”
“Doesn’t matter anyway, can I take 2 Yaks and a cart? I will need them for my journey”
“As long as they come back, they’re next on the menu, we have had to eat one already”

The long journey

Heron thought about what his mother had said, “she has a really bad attitude problem sometimes, she definitely doesn’t like the idea of me joining the order” he thought to himself as he looked back at his parents house. He turned and carried on up the path that led out of the village.
The snow had almost stopped, just an odd flake or two settled on the ground. The sun appeared from behind the clouds making the snow on the ground glare brightly. As he neared a curve in the valley, Heron squinted and looked back on his village, seeing the wisps of smoke from the chimneys, every ones except his he noted.
Heron’s destination was about 3 hours walk away, but the slow progress of the yak and cart would make it take much longer than he anticipated. The village of Antraxia is actually a small town, which is populated with simple people who would help out the people of Heron’s village, but for a small fee. Heron planned to fill the cart with food, it wouldn’t be a huge amount but if it were to be rationed out it would last a week or so. The only thing Heron could offer for payment is a load of weapons, which he stole from a wartock camp a week earlier. He just hoped they would accept them.
Heron continued for a couple of hours until he came to a point where the path began to narrow and veer round the mountainside. A steep slope led down to a short valley at the other side. Heron knew there was a Wartock camp nearby so he readied his sword. Wartocks are not usually hostile towards humans unless provoked but they are primitive creatures that may kill for a bit of entertainment.
Just then, the rock crumbled underneath one of the cart’s wheels. It became stuck and as Heron got off to investigate, the entire thing toppled over and fell down the slope taking the Yaks and Heron with it.
Heron’s shiny armour made a perfect sledge and he slid down on his buttocks rapidly gaining speed. He let go of his sword as he struggled to try and stop himself by using his hands. The slope became less steep as he neared the bottom but he didn’t slow down. Knowing that there was a steep cliff to one side, he jammed his foot into the snow making him rapidly change direction but he began to roll over and over till he eventually came to a stop near a large cave entrance.
Slightly stunned by his quicker than normal trip to the bottom, he got to his feet but quickly sat down again when the pain in his foot hit him. He examined it and realised it was just a sprain, nothing more serious.
He sat there for 10 minutes pondering what he could do about getting out of there. A yak lay to one side, dead and the cart was nowhere to be seen. The same went for his sword. Heron reached into his backpack, which miraculously was still attached and pulled out a small blade.
“Maybe I can use this as an ice pick to pull myself back up” he thought.

Panic 

A strange booming noise echoed through the nearby cave, it gradually got louder till Heron realised what it was.
“A giant” he said out loud to himself, as he frantically looked around again for his sword. A giant would certainly kill him; they eat anything when hungry.
The giant’s imposing figure appeared in the cave entrance and spotting Heron, it began to come towards him. Heron bolted up the slope, only to slide back down again. He panicked but just then, a large bolt of flame came from the sky. It hit the giant, throwing it to the ground. Again, and again the flame hit until the giant lay dead.
A young male red dragon landed a few feet away from Heron and folded its wings to its side. It looked at Heron who was speechless.
“Come with me if you want to live” it simply said.
Heron nodded and reached out his arm towards the dragon.
“No, you fool, I meant get on my back” the dragon remarked scornfully.
Heron slowly got to his feet and said in a shaky voice “you mean you want me to ride you?”
“Of course I do, what do you think I meant?”
“I would be honoured to!” Heron exclaimed and dropped to one knee at the dragon’s feet.
The dragon looked down on Heron with a smug smile, a feeling of power suddenly overwhelmed him then he said “Get up, and come on, I will take you where it’s safer”
Heron looked at the dragon suspiciously for a moment and climbed onto its back.
The dragon slowly stood up to its full height, Heron could feel the strength in its immense body as it spread its wings.
“Hold on!” it said as its huge head turned to look at Heron with a glaring eye.
They flew for a while until Heron asked the dragon “where exactly are we going?”
“I will take you back to my lair, so you can rest and get some warmth inside you, I noticed you were cold and tired” came the reply.
Heron suddenly felt a kind of friendship between them. “Thanks, I would appreciate that” he mumbled, still bewildered at what had just happened.

Arokh

The dragon hovered to a stop above a large vertical cave entrance, which was covered by a green barrier shield. He said something that Heron didn’t understand then the barrier dissolved. Together they descended into the cave. Looking up Heron saw the barrier close again. At that moment, he felt a little fear as he knew he was trapped inside with only the dragon for company.
Heron dismounted and looked at the dragon’s handsome form and its huge muscles “I wouldn’t like to get on the wrong side of him especially with no weapon” he thought to himself. He still couldn’t believe that he was rescued by a dragon and was now standing next to the majestic creature. 
“Well we might as well get to know each other, my name is Heron, you are?” he said uneasily after a short silence.
“Arokh” the dragon replied unenthusiastically.
Heron looked around the cave; it was dimly lit with a partial green glow from the barrier shield above. The cave had a path spiralling upwards along the walls which eventually led to a tunnel about halfway up which Heron presumed was another way in. The floor was dusty, a few scales were strewn about here and there and a pile of straw lay to one side, laid out in a long line which Heron presumed was Arokh’s bed.  A musty, stale, sickly sort of smell hung in the air, which seemed to emanate from the straw bed in the corner. 
Arokh walked over to the bed and slumped onto the straw letting out a groan of relief. He turned his head away from Heron as if he was ignoring him.
Heron felt anger well up inside him, angry at Arokh’s arrogant attitude. He was just about to say something then he realised it wouldn’t be a good idea; he valued his life.
Heron noticed that the smell must be Arokh’s body odour, “god he needs to change that straw, it stinks!” he thought to himself, he knew that dragons don’t sweat but they still have a certain odour about them. Perhaps he could make it into a joke just for something to say to break the silence, but an afterthought made him think that Arokh may take it the wrong way.
“How come its warm in here?” asked Heron,
Arokh turned and looked at him with tired eyes and said “its due to the nearby volcano, it hasn’t erupted in centuries, but this far underground, its still warm even after all that time”
“I see, guess you are lucky not having to sleep in a freezing cave”
“I wouldn’t mind, A dragon can vary its blood temperature according to its environment, My father used to live here and now I do, we have to make our lairs wherever we can. We use magic to mold it to our needs though” Arokh replied.
“Forgive me for prying into your private life, but where is your father now?” asked Heron.
“He is a member of the order and he has moved far away from here to help gain control of distant lands. I haven’t seen him for over a year, he fell out with me because I refused to join the order. He said I was a disgrace to the family and the order. I never liked him anyway” 
“I’m sorry to hear that Arokh”
“Don’t be, I don’t care, I have a brother and a few friends to keep me sane” Arokh grinned.
“Where is your brother now, will he come here?” Heron asked cautiously. He didn’t want to be in the same cave as a few dragons.
“He is also a member of the order, but he stays local, his cave is a few miles from here. I was returning from his cave when I saw you. Werokh may come later though”
“Who is Werokh?” asked Heron.
“Werokh is a great friend of mine, I have known him since I was very young, he hasn’t yet joined the order of the flame but he plans to do so when they need more men and dragons.”
“In case you ask about my mother, she is dead, killed by a giant, that’s why I took out my fury on that giant that was about to crush you”
Heron felt anger rush into him again ”you mean if your mother was still alive, you wouldn’t have rescued me?” 
Arokh grinned at Heron, “Don’t be stupid, I’m not a completely heartless bastard you know, I was going to rescue you regardless”
Heron relaxed again, noting Arokh’s wry sense of humour.
“How come you don’t want to join the order?” Heron asked 
“Ah, an interesting question, well I don’t like the idea of having to bond for life with a human; if the human dies, I become frozen in stone. There are other things that put me off but I won’t go into that just now. A few people have asked me to bond with them and I refused” he sighed and continued ” But I dare say that if I meet a man worthy enough, I may consider bonding”
Arokh and Heron looked at each other in the eyes for a moment and there was a brief silence. Arokh broke the silence first, he looked away and quickly changed the subject. “Anyway, what were you doing up here on your own?”
Heron shifted about, the hard floor was becoming uncomfortable, He had removed his armour and the stony ground was pressing into him through his clothes. Arokh noticed Heron’s discomfort. “Come sit with me” he offered.
Heron eyed the straw bed with disgust but he walked up to Arokh anyway who was now sitting up and settled at his feet, facing him. “Is it a good idea to mention this now?” he thought to himself. Looking down at Arokh’s sharp talons he realised the answer is a definite ‘no’
Heron began to rattle off his reason for trying to get to Antraxia in such bad weather conditions and Arokh looked down on him with interest.
“Sounds like you could do with some help” he said 
“You mean you will take me? But what about carrying everything back?” Heron sounded surprised.
“That’s no big problem, I’ve got strong legs that can serve as arms” he remarked as he stretched out one of his forelegs.
“I cannot thank you enough, shall we go now?”
“No I’m tired, we will go tomorrow morning”
“But Arokh, its mid day!” exclaimed Heron.
“Do you want my help or not?” Arokh asked angrily
“I’m sorry Arokh, I didn’t mean to offend you” Heron winced, he was still wary of the dragon, for such an imposing creature inspired fear even in the most hardened warriors hearts.
Heron slowly got up and began to go over to his backpack.
“What are you doing?” demanded Arokh
“Just getting something to eat” Heron mumbled as he stuffed his face with food
“I can get something better than that, just wait here” Arokh got to his feet and flew up to the barrier. It opened and he was gone.
Ten minutes later, he appeared again carrying what looked like one of the yaks in his claws. Thud! It landed on the floor in front of Heron. Arokh descended and proceeded to devour it in a disgusting manner. He noticed Heron’s stare and tore off a strip of meat with his mouth and threw it to Heron.
“I’m not going to eat that off the floor, I’m not a animal!” he exclaimed.
“I don’t see any plates around here do you?” asked Arokh sarcastically.
“Well I’d prefer it cooked at least”
“You want it cooked, well then you can have it cooked, stand back”
“What do you mean, stand back?” Heron suddenly realised Arokh was going to burn the meat with his flame and he quickly got out of the way.
The incinerated meat lay on the floor, Heron picked it up, dusted it off and reluctantly ate it.

The town of Antraxia

Heron lay awake next to Arokh amongst the straw. He had been kept awake almost all night due to Arokh’s loud snores and grunts. He never knew that dragons snored until now. They had been talking about various things till the early hours of the morning so Heron was very tired. He felt relaxed in Arokh’s company for they had developed a friendship in the short time they had known each other.
When he asked Arokh what he was looking for in a ‘worthy man to bond with’ Arokh said that he wanted someone who had good social skills and who would also treat him with respect.
Heron felt that he met these two ‘requirements’ and he just needed to prove his worth as a warrior to fulfil Arokh’s requirement. He would get Arokh to bond with him, no matter how long it would take.
“Are you ready Heron?”
“Yes, I am” he replied as he got up to climb onto Arokh’s back.
“One thing I wanted to ask you Arokh, how do the bonded stay on the dragon’s back without falling off? I noticed that some don’t even hold on” enquired Heron
“HA, good one, its quite simple really, the magic of the bonding holds them together” 
The town of Antraxia loomed below them; Arokh descended until they came to the Town Square. A few people scurried into their homes at the sight of the dragon. Although the order has been established for over a hundred years, many townsfolk were terrified of dragons and in this particular town, only one woman had bonded.
Heron dismounted and stood by Arokh’s side, a man eyed them suspiciously. Heron ignored him and went into a nearby shop.
When Heron was out of sight, the man strolled up to Arokh and without showing any fear said “we don’t want your kind around here, piss off” and spat on Arokh’s foot.
Arokh was taken aback by this as he thought nobody would be stupid enough to do such a thing. He then calmly said “you can either lick that off or die, nobody insults me and gets away with it”
“Oh really,” said the man “if you think I’m licking your feet clean, you’re mistaken”
“You are a fool indeed” Arokh drew in a sharp breath, turned his head to one side and blew out a steady stream of flame. He turned to face the man and continued “This is your last chance, you can either live and be embarrassed or you can die a slow, painful death.” Arokh lowered his head so it was level with the man and looked him in the eye. “Well then?”
The man realised his big mistake and slowly knelt down. He paused for a second then proceeded to lick the spittle of Arokh’s foot. When he had almost finished, Arokh kicked the man in the face, breaking his nose making blood drip onto the floor. The man tried to lash out but Arokh kicked him again, this time in the stomach. He was kicked with such force that he was thrown 3 feet. He lay on the floor wincing in pain as one of his ribs had broken.
“Now you piss off,” shouted Arokh.
“What’s going on?” asked Heron, as he returned to the square seeing the man on the floor.
“Oh, its just somebody who bit off more than he can chew”
Heron looked at Arokh with a puzzled expression “come on lets go, they won’t give us a single thing”
Arokh disapproved of Heron’s attitude and a look of disgust crossed his face.
“You give in too easily, let me see what I can do, wait here” Arokh turned and went in the direction Heron came from.
Twenty minutes later, Heron wondered where Arokh had got to and just as he went to investigate, he appeared. “Come on” he beckoned.
Heron run over to where Arokh was standing. The shopkeeper he was previously speaking to was dragging a large sack behind him. He stopped and looked at Heron who was now looking in the sack. It contained food, mostly vegetables and fruit. “I will pay for this, your payment will follow in a day or so” Heron explained to the shopkeeper. He nodded, took another look at Arokh and fled.
“What exactly did you say to him?” asked Heron
“Just a few choice words”
Heron regarded Arokh with a suspicious expression. “Let’s go home”

Back in Heron’s Hometown

“Its that village there” Heron pointed out his hometown to Arokh whilst they stood on a high ledge. “Hmm its only a mile or so from my lair, only a short walk for you” Arokh answered with a grin.
With a sudden gush of wind, Arokh dived off the ledge and picked up speed. He neared the ground and pulled up to a level flight. Heron slid down his neck almost getting one of his horns in his chest. “Please tell me when you’re going to do that!” Heron’s fear got to him, he thought he was going to fall.
Arokh didn’t answer but he smiled to himself.
“Just here Arokh” Heron tapped the dragon on the neck.
Arokh dropped the sack and landed with a thud. His sheer weight made him sink up to his knees in the snow. He turned and frowned at Heron who had already dismounted and was making his way to a house. “Come on” he beckoned to Arokh.
“What about the food?” 
“Just leave it where it is for the time being”
As he neared the door of his parent’s home, the door opened and his mother appeared in the doorway. She than caught sight of Arokh, she froze with fear then turned and ran into the house. A lot of shouting and screaming followed making Heron rush in with concern.
His father sat by the fire comforting his wife. “You haven’t joined the order have you?” he said slowly and sternly. “No I haven’t the dragon is just a friend and he means you no harm, in fact he has helped me bring food back for us”
His father frowned and looked out of the window at Arokh. “You sure he is friendly, he looks evil” he questioned.
“I have been with him for the best part of 2 days and I can assure you he is a good friend. He’s a bit offhand and arrogant but you will get on with him, come on I will introduce you”
Heron’s father held his breath for a moment and followed Heron outside.
“My god, he’s a good looking animal isn’t he?”
“Aye” Heron answered.
“Do you mind if I touch you?” Heron’s father asked.
“Why” Arokh questioned
“It’s just that I have never been this close to a dragon before, its just something I wanted to do”
Arokh looked at him as if he was strange and replied “climb on my back”
“No I’d rather not” he answered as he ran his hand over the scaly hide.
Arokh smiled at them both and said, “well are you going to take this in or what?”
Heron and his father dragged the sack into the house. Opening the sack, Heron’s father examined the contents. “I will take this over to the tavern later” Heron said. “Yeah but after we have taken out our share first” His father rummaged through pulling out an apple.
Arokh yawned revealing his sharp teeth. “Well I’m off, its been nice meeting you Heron” He turned and was about to fly away when Heron cried out “Wait! Don’t go, I thought we had some friendship between us!” 
Arokh turned round again and faced Heron, he frowned then answered, “very well, you may come with me”
Heron, grateful of Arokh’s offer shrugged and was about to climb on his back when his father asked “Are you going to bond with that dragon?” 
“Arokh? no he doesn’t want to, but maybe I can pursuade him”
“I don’t mind you joining the Order, it’s just your mother”
“Yes I know but I am 35 years old and not a kid”
“Its not that, she just doesn’t like dragons and she wouldn’t want you to bond with one, it would upset her”
“Well Arokh is only 30 years old himself so I would have a long life if I’m careful”
“That dragon is only 30!” his father exclaimed
“Yes, dragons grow very quickly in the first 20 years of their lives, although Arokh is relatively small, he will grow to twice his size over the next 80 years or so and he should live about three hundred years”
“Three hundred years old eh, I suppose he’d be killed long before that though”
“Thanks for that inspiring comment” Arokh said sarcastically overhearing the conversation between Heron and his father. “It really gives me confidence”
Arokh turned to Heron and said “come, I will show you another entrance to my cave so you can come and go as you please. The entrance is full of traps but I will show you how to disable them”
With that, Heron climbed onto Arokh’s back and they flew into the air, just skimming the treetops.


An wise decision 

4 months later:
Arokh sat alone in his lair, thinking about what had happened over the last week; the order has managed to gain control of a large human kingdom on the eastern continent and some of the bonded who were local to his homeland had gone to help. Werokh, his friend was one of them, he had recently bonded with a local warrior and Arokh hasn’t seen him since. Nothing much has happened in his own homeland except a few raids on wartock camps after they caused trouble amongst the human population. He thought about Heron, he had certainly proved himself as a warrior as he and his men were responsible for most of the attacks on the wartocks, defeating them with ease.
The more Arokh thought about Heron, and the current situation with the order, the more he felt that he should join them. He sighed to himself and stretched out his forelegs one by one and slumped to the floor soon going into a deep sleep.
When the following morning came, Arokh had finally made up his mind to join the order and now all he had to do was find Heron…
Heron was just walking across the Village Square to go into the Tavern for breakfast when a large shadow passed over him. Looking up he saw Arokh fly over him and land near his house.
“He hasn’t seen me,” he thought to himself and he ran in the direction Arokh went.
“Arokh, what a pleasant surprise, its not like you to be up and about at this time!” he said jokingly.
Arokh’s face remained straight, he didn’t even smile.
“Heron, I want a word with you, now” he commanded
“Why what’s the matter, why the dead serious face?” he questioned
Arokh shifted about on his feet and lowered his head so it was level with Heron then said “Heron, how would you feel about bonding with me to serve in the order of the flame?”
Heron faltered and went weak at the knees for a second, he couldn’t believe what Arokh had just said. He had asked Arokh before and he said no and now he was asking him!
He cleared his throat which had gone dry and replied “I thought you would never ask, of course, I would be honoured to bond with you, its something I wanted to do ever since I met you but I guess you already know that”
Arokh grinned and after a short silence said” good, I sort of knew you would say yes, come on I will take you to the tower of the Guardian Magi, first you must complete the test of the tower”
“What test, you never mentioned I had to take a test, I thought I am worthy enough”
“You are to me, but you must prove yourself to the Magi by taking the test of the tower. All humans that wish to join the order must pass the test.”
“What happens if I fail?”
“You either pass or die inside the tower. It’s a series of traps and puzzles that are designed to test your physical and mental capabilities. For example there is a set of timed jumps across lava pits whilst avoiding stones that would push you into the lava if one were to touch you. But, I have every confidence, you have shown much promise”
Heron saw the confidence Arokh had in him in his eyes and he smiled slightly. “Come on lets go now”
“It’s a long way, Heron, you had better get stocked up on food and provisions it will take at least a day to get there”
“Why where exactly is the tower?”
“Its in the eastern tropical lands, near Drakan City and Alwarren. A lot warmer than these cold lands”
An hour later, Heron met up with Arokh in the square and jumping onto his back, they set of on their long journey. 
The journey to the tower took them Southeast across varied landscapes from the mountains that lay near their homeland to the lush valleys and hills of the eastern lands. The tower itself is situated in a remote part of the realm near the city of Alwarren, a large city that belongs to the order. Drakan City lies a hundred miles away and within this city is the great dragon temple; the sacred place where the most powerful artefact is kept – the dragonstone.
“Arokh, how much further do we have to travel, I’m tired?” Heron asked, tapping the dragon on the neck.
Arokh didn’t answer but began to tilt downwards slightly, levelling off when they had lost a couple of thousand feet in altitude and turned to fix Heron with an angry gaze. He turned his head away and carried on looking forward. “The tower is only a few more hours away. There isn’t much point in stopping now, we will rest when we get to Alwarren.”
Heron decided it wasn’t worth arguing with him and didn’t answer.


The test of the Tower

The city of Alwarren’s streets were quiet for this time of day, it was a warm evening and most people were sat outside the taverns or sat outside their homes. A woman leaned out of her window observing the scene below her; across from her home lay one of the towns taverns, a few men were shouting outside, obviously drunk and to the left of the tavern was a place for the bonded’s dragons to stay. A man was wheeling a large cart down the cobbled street full of beer barrels, empty ones of course, the men round here sure like to drink a lot.
A sudden sound startled her, turning her head, she saw a red dragon fly down and land on the street below her. A man wearing armour dismounted and began to speak with the dragon. “Just another of the bonded” she thought to herself and she went inside.
“I will see if I can rent a room for the night here, Arokh” Heron remarked as he turned towards the tavern.
“I will wait for you here” the dragon replied.
As Heron was about to go through the door, one of the drunken men shouted some remark to him that sounded like an insult. “What did you just say?” asked Heron angrily.
The man didn’t reply but a smug smile crossed his face. Arokh came up to join him and turned his head towards the drunk who quickly stepped backwards falling over a stool “He giving you some trouble Heron?” 
“Maybe, but I didn’t catch what he said, keep an eye on him will you” and with that, Heron disappeared into the tavern.
The following morning came, Heron was awoken by someone hammering on his door. Getting up to investigate, he unlocked the door to see the innkeeper standing in front of him.
“What do you want?” demanded Heron.
The innkeeper replied with a smile” it is mid morning sir, if you stay any longer I may have to charge you for an extra day plus you have a very impatient dragon waiting”
“God I must have overslept, Arokh will be furious,” he thought to himself. Arokh is not one for keeping his patience; he easily looses his temper even at the simplest things and letting him down like this would surely enrage him.
Getting dressed quickly he ran downstairs to the bar. He dropped some coins onto the table and ran out of the door. Arokh like he expected greeted him with anger. 
Arokh didn’t say anything, the look in his eyes was enough. Heron climbed onto his back and before he could get a grip, Arokh quickly flew up into the air nearly making Heron fall off.
It was only a short trip to the tower, Arokh was beginning to calm down when they landed outside the tower’s entrance. Dismounting, Heron faced Arokh and looked him in the eye “I’m sorry Arokh, I’m just damn tired”
“Don’t worry about it, concentrate on what lies…” his voice trailed off as the guardian magi materialised in front of them. “Greetings Arokh, I presume this is Heron” he said pointing at Heron who quickly spun around on his heel to face the mage. “How do you know my name?” he asked.
The mage replied “I know your name through magic, and why you are here. Now take this, you will need it to gain access to the tower” He thrust a small amulet into his hands and the main doors opened.
Heron drew a sharp breath and ventured inside. “Good luck Heron” Arokh shouted after him. “I just hope he makes it, he’s a good friend and warrior and it would be a shame for him to die,” he thought to himself as he sat down waiting for Heron to return.
Heron faced an iron gate, to the left was a place for the amulet. He slowly placed the amulet into the recess in the wall. Looking round he could see Arokh outside, Heron just hoped that he wouldn’t disappoint him. He turned back to face the long corridor ahead that led into the tower.
The corridor was warm and humid, a smell of brimstone hung in the air, coughing slightly, Heron continued until he came to his first puzzle – a set of three jumps over lava pits whilst simultaneously avoiding the stones that would crush him if he got it wrong.
He sat there for a while observing the sequence of the stone blocks and once he had memorised it, he stood up and waited a few moments till the time was right to make his move. He jumped, neatly landing on the first block then immediately jumped to the second then the third. He stopped when he knew he had made it, and with his heart pounding, he continued to the next section. The next few puzzles were relatively easy but then he came to one that made his heart sink.
The room in front of him was square in shape, three stone blocks were coming down from the ceiling to the floor in sequence. There was barley a gap between them; there wasn’t enough room to squeeze between them and the wall either. A second and third row of stone blocks followed behind.
“Not more blocks, god knows how I’m going to do this,” he thought to himself. He couldn’t turn back because as he progressed through the tower, iron gates locked behind him preventing his return. The only way was forward.
As the blocks moved up and down, Heron noticed a couple of crushed human bodies on the floor; obviously men who wanted to join the order but unfortunately became victims of the tower. The scene ahead made him feel sick; not because of the smell but with fear that he too may meet his death here.
He sat against the wall, observing the sequence and where he needed to run to avoid being squashed. He figured that he needed to run in a zigzag pausing for exactly 2 seconds in the middle, then finally running for the door at the other side. With a sudden boost of confidence, he got up and ran through the blocks and he made it through the door at the other side. His knees felt like jelly and his heart was in his mouth, “OK I need to rest here for a moment” he thought to himself. As he was about to slouch against the wall, he heard a voice say “huggh” like someone was throwing something heavy. A flaming spear whizzed past his head. 
“What the hell?” he said out loud and quickly got to his feet. The sound was a flame knight; one of the towers magically spawned guardians. The knight threw another spear but it hit the wall and fell to the ground with a clatter. Heron readied his sword and walked towards the knight who also readied his two flame swords. 
With a clash of metal on metal, Heron sliced the knight’s side. His sword damaged the armour slightly but it didn’t go through to the flesh. The knight made a swipe at Heron but he quickly ran out of the way, behind the knight and he swiped again with his sword. This time it went through and the knight was stunned for a second or two. Taking advantage of this, Heron swung his sword at the knight’s head, neatly cutting it off. The body slumped to the floor and dematerialised leaving a single flame sword on the ground. Heron picked it up and held it in his other hand. Two swords were better than one.
A few more puzzles followed until he came to a room with a portal at the other side, which he presumed was the exit. Heron walked forward, looking round for possible traps. As he did so, two more flame knights appeared who attacked. Heron quickly dealt with them but he managed to get hit on the leg by one of the knight’s swords, which cut his armour and burnt the flesh underneath.
Heron ran at the portal limping slightly and everything went blue for a moment and then he found himself in a pool of water. Looking up, a gate swung open, he could see daylight through it. He had made it and would soon be a member of the order.

The journey to Drakan City

Heron walked out of the tower expecting to see Arokh. The mage who he was speaking to earlier stood nearby.
“Where’s Arokh?” he asked.
The mage replied “He got tired of waiting for you and he went back to Alwarren. He should return soon”
“He got bored? What about all I have just been through, especially for him, I thought that he would have at least waited for me” Heron was angry at Arokh’s failure to be there when he completed the test but an after thought came to him “Maybe he thought I would fail?”
The mage replied” what you did was for the order of the flame and not for your dragon” and with that he dematerialised and was gone.
Heron sat on a nearby stone and looked out across the bay. It was evening, he must have been in the tower all afternoon.
Wing beats sounded in the distance, Heron could see a dragon coming towards him, jumping up he squinted against the evening sun. He recognised the dragon as Arokh who landed beside him.
“What’s the big idea of you disappearing when I need you the most? you could have at least waited for me no matter how long I took” Heron was furious at Arokh’s behaviour.
“Shut up, Heron, I needed to go and see someone. I knew that you would be a long time so I thought it would be an opportunity to do so” Arokh replied in a cold tone.
“Who did you need to see?”
“None of your business, now seem as you have completed the test, I can get my soul crystal” he paused then continued “that is if you still want to bond with me”
Heron thought about that last comment for a few moments then said, “of course I still want to bond”
“Good, then we must go to the great dragon temple in Drakan City where I can obtain a soul crystal”
“Is that the place where the bond takes place between us? You never explained the bonding ritual to me and I want to know what happens” asked Heron.
“You will be surprised how simple the process is, all I have to do is get a crystal that contains my soul. Then I must take it back to my lair and it is placed on a specially built artefact. When this is done, the crystal will rise till it is between the 3 runes. At that point all you have to do is say the words of the bonding ritual and your soul will be transferred into mine which is contained in the crystal.”
“Sounds simple enough to me, I thought it would be a lot more complicated” Heron answered.
Arokh continued “we had better get going if we want to make it before nightfall”
It was almost dark when they arrived at the temple. Heron looked up at the impressive building that stood before them. Stone carvings of dragons stood on the four towers at the corners, a dome protruded from the middle. Large wooden doors that were slightly ajar were straight in front of them with the order’s insignia carved on them.
“Well Heron, I had better get this over with, you don’t have to come with me if you don’t want to” Arokh turned his neck round to see his rider. “Where you go, I go” said Heron firmly.
They went together through the doors, which seemed to open by themselves as if by some mysterious force. A great hall greeted them, which in the centre was a circular ring of stones. In the middle of the ring was a large single stone flag with a carving of a dragon on it. To the left was a strange looking object with a hole in the top. Four runes were arranged around the circle on tall stone towers.
Heron dismounted and looked around the place in awe. It was empty except for a man who walked up to Arokh. He said something to Arokh and they exchanged a few words. Heron couldn’t hear what they were saying; it was almost if he wasn’t meant to. 
Arokh turned to him and said, “Go, wait over there” he pointed to some pews to one side. Heron obeyed and went to sit down. Meanwhile Arokh went and stood on the stone flag in the centre of the circle. An old man came over and joined them. “Bring me the dragonstone” he said to his companion. The first man Arokh spoke to disappeared and returned a few minutes later with a strange looking stone. It was shiny and appeared smooth to Heron who was leaning forward with interest. He handed it to the second man who Heron presumed was the head mage.
He said to Arokh “Are you sure you want to go through with this and fully understand the rules of the bonding ritual?”
Arokh nodded and said, “I do” He seemed very confident, not a single sign of worry was visible in his eyes.
“Very well, we shall continue” the head mage placed the stone into the hole; it didn’t quite cover the stone only the end protruded, which started to glow. The head mage opened a book and began to speak the words of the bonding ritual. He finally finished with a phrase that Heron could not understand – a phrase of magic.
Lightning jumped from the four runes, converging on Arokh who was screaming in agony, then after a few moments a bolt jumped from Arokh’s body to the top of the dragonstone. The lightning stopped and the room went dark. The head mage produced a purple crystal from a wooden box that he held in his hand and placed it into a recess on the top of the dragonstone. The crystal glowed brightly for a few seconds then went dark. The mage removed it and placed a leather string through the top. He walked over to Arokh and placed it around his neck. “There Arokh. Its all over, you may go”
Arokh nodded and beckoned to Heron and with that they left the temple.
“I didn’t know it would hurt you so much” said Heron concerned. 
“Yes well, you would scream if your soul was removed, as you will find out later” he replied with a slight smile. Heron knew what he meant and quickly tried to forget it.
“What happens now?” he asked.
“I don’t know about you, but I could kill for something to eat. We will stay here for the night then we can go home in the morning.”

Back home again

They had been flying for almost 6 hours. Heron was becoming hungry and tired. He tapped Arokh on the neck and said “How about stopping for a bit you must be tired” 
“You mean you’re tired, I can fly all day and you know that” he snorted. 
Arokh spotted a suitable place to land and began to descend to the field that was below them. He landed with a thud and turned his neck around to face Heron. “We will stop here and rest for a while”
Heron dismounted and sat on a nearby grass mound, then said “there’s a few questions I want to ask you about the bonded”
Arokh observed him with a scornful gaze; it seemed to Heron as if he couldn’t be bothered. Eventually he said “go on then, I’m all ears”
“I know that if you are killed, I become a soul shadow, but is this a permanent thing?”
Arokh stared at the ground, then looked up at Heron then replied. “Sort of, the only way you can relieve your soul is for someone to get our soul crystal from my lair and place it on your fallen body, this has to be done by a mortal as you cannot pick up objects.” 
“What happens to you if you are killed, why don’t you become a soul shadow” queried Heron.
“I am more powerful than a human, its too difficult to explain but I would die like an unbonded dragon” he replied. His attitude seemed to be improving. Heron continued, “what happens if I am killed, you turn to stone, right?”
“Not quite, what happens is my body will fall and our soul crystal will dematerialise. After a while my fallen body will too dematerialise and re appear in my lair encased in stone. On the ground, a new soul crystal will have formed containing only my soul. This can be collected and brought back to my lair. If it is placed in the rune stone, I will be awakened. I can then bond again if I wish”
“Hmm, would you bond again?” Heron asked
“I wouldn’t have much choice, as my soul crystal could fall into the wrong hands and I would prefer to bond with somebody I know that wouldn’t use me to their advantage.”
“Why do I become a soul shadow upon your death but you can be awakened again upon my death?” 
“Look Heron, I am more powerful than a human like I have already said, now can we consider the subject closed?” Arokh said in an impatient tone.
“You can be touchy sometimes Arokh, what’s wrong with you lately?”
“Nothing” 
They sat together in silence whilst Heron ate some bread which he had bought back in Drakan city. Heron considered Arokh’s behaviour over the last few days. He was normally a bit offhand and sarcastic at times, that is just his nature but he seems to be more nasty than usual. He wondered if he was having second thoughts about bonding, but after a while he came to the conclusion that Arokh is worried about his destiny and he doesn’t want to say so.
After what seemed like an age, Arokh turned to Heron and said, “lets go”
It was late evening when they arrived at Arokh’s lair and as they descended into the cave, Heron noticed a strange stone structure in the middle. He dismounted and looked at Arokh with a puzzled expression and said “what is that?”
Arokh smiled and said “that is the stone of 3 runes, where you place the soul crystal for us to bond”
“It wasn’t there a few days ago, who built it?”
“Magic, Heron, it was created whilst we were gone, now, do you wish to bond with me or what?” he asked impatiently.
“I want to think about it first Arokh, just give me five minutes alone”
Arokh didn’t say anything and went over to his bed and slumped down onto it.
Heron thought it seemed so sudden that it’s now the time to bond, he took a few moments to calm himself down. Lots of things went through his mind until he eventually drew a sharp breath and said “Arokh I am ready”.
Arokh got up and stood opposite Heron, “very well, are you absolutely sure you want to do this and fully understand the rules and regulations of the order?” he asked sternly.
“Yes, Arokh I understand”
“Do you fully understand that you will live for as long as I do ageing at my rate and if I am killed you become a soul shadow?”
“Yes, but I have a question, do I become a soul shadow when you die of old age?”
Arokh replied “No, if I die of natural causes, then so do you”
Heron nodded then said, “come on lets get it over with”
“Take the soul crystal from around my neck and place it into the stone of 3 runes” Arokh beckoned to Heron who calmly walked up to him and took the crystal. He removed the leather strap and with a deep breath placed it below the three runes. The crystal was pulled out of his hands and rose until it was in between the runes. A strange yellow glow emanated from the crystal and a strange humming noise echoed throughout the cave. 
“What now?” asked Heron.
“Go and stand over there, opposite me with the crystal in between us” Arokh told him. Heron obeyed and stood opposite Arokh and folded his arms.
“Heron, this is your last chance, simply say by fire and by blood I join with thee in the order of the flame to initiate the bonding if you wish to do so”
Heron stared at Arokh in the eyes then said slowly and clearly “By fire and by blood I join with thee in the order of the flame!”
The yellow glow from the crystal stretched out and touched them both, Heron felt himself being lifted by a magical force, lightning began to spark around. Pain began to fill his body, it felt like every part of his skin was on fire. He gritted his teeth against the pain but he didn’t cry out, then a moment later it was all over. He slowly floated to the ground and immediately he felt different, he could feel the dragon’s power and its emotions within him. Arokh walked up to him with a friendly grin on his face and said “congratulations Heron, you are now a member of the order of the flame, now lets go and roast some evil scum!”

And so it was, the following day they officially enlisted in the Order of the Flame after taking more tests, little did they know that later in their lives they would be the saviours of the world.


The end.

